CHAINS

1/2 cor bet 12,13 T2S R10W

Found old burnt spruce limb marked §S in fence line but no BT's were found.

New BT's
5" hem S33-30E, 17.5 ft
4" hem N715, 24.7 ft

In the presence of Glenn H. Marcussen and Francis L. Smith, Jan., 1954

Sec cor 13, 14,23,24 T2S R10W

Found 1" galv. pipe with 2" adapter filled with babbit.
Found BT's insec. 14,23 & 24 and made a new BT in sec 13 of a 10" hem, N57E, 24.4 ft.

In the presence of G. H. Marcussen and Francis L. Smith, Jan., 1954

1/2 cor bet 13 and 14 T2S R10W

Found old hem chopped out mark §S. Old BT's were completely rotted away, no marks were found.

New BT's
15" hem S33E, 14.1 ft
9" hem S86W, 12.0 ft.

In the presence of G. H. Marcussen and Francis L. Smith, Dec., 1953